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ABSTRACT  

The vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) and vapor-solid-solid (VSS) growth mechanisms are widely used 

to obtain silicon nanowires. In this paper, we report on a hybrid method based on the use of a 

dual-phase catalyst made of liquid Sn and solid Cu3Si, which results in a liquid-assisted VSS 

(LA-VSS) mechanism. The silicon atoms are brought by atomic hydrogen-assisted dissociation 

of silane molecules. We observe the growth in situ, in the transmission electron microscope, at 
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atomic resolution. We show that the dual-phase catalyst favors the <111> crystallographic 

orientation. Each new Si (111) plane nucleates at the interface between the liquid and solid parts 

of the catalyst before propagating rapidly along the interface of Si top facet with the liquid part, 

and slowly along the interface with the solid part. Moreover, we show that structural properties 

of the Si nanowires, such as the growth direction and the twin density, can be controlled by 

adjusting the Sn/Cu ratio. 

1. Introduction 

Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) are building blocks for a variety of electronic and optoelectronic 

devices (1-5) and for biological (6, 7) and chemical sensors. (8)  They can also be used as anodes 

for portable energy storage applications. (9) The vapor-liquid-solid (10) (VLS) or the vapor-

solid-solid (11) (VSS) techniques are the most widely used for growing SiNWs. They require 

metallic particles, either in a liquid or solid form, to catalyze the dissociation of silicon 

precursors and incorporate silicon atoms until reaching supersaturation, which triggers the 

precipitation of a crystalline NW. Several metallic elements were found to effectively grow 

SiNWs. The VLS mechanism with an Au-based eutectic as catalyst, for the growth of <111> 

oriented semiconductor NWs, is particularly well documented, (12) noticeably thanks to in situ 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations. (13-16) The VSS mechanism with Cu3Si 

as catalyst has also been the object of a detailed analysis. (17) Metal alloys such as AuAg, (18) 

AuCu, (19) AuGa  (20) and BiSn have been used as well and have proved to be efficient 

catalysts. (21) However, how SiNWs grow when the catalyst is made of a mixture of metals 

remains an open question. In the present work, we performed SiNW growth in situ in an atomic-

resolution TEM, using Cu-Sn bimetallic catalysts. Our observations uncover a specific growth 

mechanism that implies liquid and solid phases together, making up a combined VLS/VSS 
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technique that we call liquid-assisted VSS (LA-VSS). The two metals, Cu and Sn, were chosen 

as they are thought to facilitate the formation of the metastable hexagonal-diamond structure in 

SiNWs  (22, 23). Our study of the nucleation of that metastable phase is the object of a 

forthcoming paper. 

 

 2. Results and discussions 

Prior to nanowire growth, the catalyst particles are annealed in situ at 250°C in an atomic-H 

atmosphere, so that their oxides be reduced and their shapes stabilized.  The catalyst particle size 

distribution changes during this process, see Video 1, Figure S1 in the Supporting Information 

and refs. (23, 24). In absence of Cu, liquid Sn particles tend to coalesce (see Figure S1a-b), while 

with Cu (melting point Tm = 1085 °C), liquid Sn (Tm = 232 °C) sticks to solid Cu particles 

(Figure S1e-f), which offers the interesting possibility of narrowing the SiNW diameter 

distribution. (23) 

 

2.1. Structural and compositional analysis of dual-phase catalysts during NW growth 

Figure 1 displays SiNWs obtained with a catalyst nominal Sn/Cu atomic ratio of 52/48. 

Figure 1a clearly shows that the catalytic seed on a 〈111〉 SiNW growing at 500 °C presents at 

the same time a solid phase, evidenced by the faceted structure and the lattice fringes, and a 

liquid phase forming a spherical droplet. To examine the chemical composition of the two 

phases, we performed energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) on the SiNW shown in 

Figure 1b. In this nanowire, the left part is faceted and thus solid; while the right part displays a 

spherical shape characteristic of a liquid droplet. Spectrum L in Figure 1c was recorded with a 

stationary beam on the liquid part while S was obtained with the beam on the solid part. The 

liquid part is Sn-rich with a composition of 63 at. % Sn and 37 at. % Cu, if we exclude Si from 
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the total count. Conversely, the solid part is Cu-rich with 16 at. % Sn and 84 at. % Cu, excluding 

Si again. Given the influence of the other phase in each spectrum (due to backscattered 

electrons), this analysis shows a neat separation between a crystalline Cu-rich part and a liquid  

 

 

Figure 1. Chemical characterization of a Cu-Sn catalyst on a SiNW. a) TEM micrograph of a 

Cu-Sn catalyst where a crystalline and a liquid part are visible. Inset: fast Fourier transform of 

the solid part. Scale: 2 nm
-1

. b) Cu-Sn catalyst where the EDX measurements are carried out, 

where a separation between a faceted solid and a liquid spherical droplet is again visible. c) EDX 

spectra of the catalyst taken in the liquid (L) and solid (S) regions. 

(c) 
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Sn-rich region with some Si in both parts. The difference of phase can be explained by the 

difference in melting points between the two metals or compounds [see the Cu-Sn phase 

diagram (25)]. 

We have shown that the crystalline part contains mostly Cu. However, we have not yet 

considered the presence of Si: if the Si peak in Figure 1c essentially comes from the NW itself, 

some of it also comes from the catalyst. More information on the nature of this crystal can be 

gathered through electron diffraction, see Figure 2a. Comparing the experimental diffraction 

patterns to simulations performed with the JEMS package (26, 27) allows us to characterize the  

 

 

Figure 2. Structural characterization of the solid Cu-rich part of a Cu-Sn catalyst on top of a 

SiNW. a) Experimental electron diffraction pattern. b) Simulated electron diffraction pattern of 

the η-Cu3Si compound along the         zone axis. 

 

Cu-rich crystal structure. We find that the best fit to the experimental data is for the copper 

silicide η-Cu3Si  (28), with space group       and lattice parameters a = 4.06 Å and c = 7.33 Å: 

the two patterns coincide in both the pattern and the distance between spots. The result of the 

simulation along the         zone axis is shown in Figure 2b. Quite interestingly, this compound 
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was also that found by the authors that had studied pure-Cu catalyzed VSS growth of SiNWs at 

higher temperatures. (29-32) 

SiNWs obtained from an initial Sn/Cu deposit with a total nominal thickness of 0.7 nm have a 

diameter that ranges from 5 nm to 30 nm. We find that the dual-phase structure of the catalyst 

occurs along the whole range of obtained diameters. For example, Figure 3 shows a SiNW with 

a diameter of 6.1 nm at the top where a solid Cu3Si phase with a lateral width of 4 nm coexists 

with a pocket of liquid. There seems to exist a critical size at around 3 nm for the solid Cu3Si to 

remain at the top though. Below this size, the solid Cu3Si rapidly vanishes under irradiation by 

the electron beam, leaving only the Sn-rich liquid (see Video 2). The depletion of the Cu-rich 

catalyst is most likely due to the diffusion of Cu towards the substrate through the NW as indeed, 

Cu is known to be a fast diffuser in Si. (33, 34) The incident electron beam can trigger this out-

of-catalyst diffusion by cracking both the Cu-Cu and Cu-Si chemical bonds in the catalysts. The 

examination of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the solid catalyst in Figure 1a reveals that the 

top and bottom surfaces of the Cu catalyst are actually (0001) surfaces. The solid Cu3Si and the 

SiNW are then in a (111)Si/(0001)Cu3Si epitaxial relationship, which explains an observed 

preference for the growth of 〈111〉 oriented SiNWs. 

Interestingly, the Sn-rich liquid and the solid Cu3Si are both in contact with the nanowire in a 

large majority of the observed SiNWs (one exception found in over hundred observed NWs), no 

matter the size of each respective part and the diameter of the nanowire. Consequently, both 

parts play a role during the growth of SiNWs. 
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Figure 3. Demonstration of the dual-phase nature of Cu-Sn catalysts on top of a very small 

diameter 〈111〉-SiNW grown at 500 °C. The solid Cu3Si part (on the right) is clearly identifiable 

thanks to its faceting and the presence of lattice fringes. The yellow dotted lines indicate twin 

planes in the SiNW. Inset: close-up view of the yellow squared area, demonstrating the 

(111)Si/(0001)Cu3Si epitaxial relationship between the SiNW and Cu3Si. 

 

2.2. Step-flow kinetics during growth with dual-phase catalysts 

To unravel the growth mechanisms with a dual-phase catalyst, we have selected a SiNW and 

recorded its evolution during the growth. This nanowire, shown in Figure 4, is [111] oriented 

and has a diameter of 15 nm. The catalyst-nanowire interface is planar in our SiNWs, which is in 

contrast with NWs grown with more common Au-Si eutectic alloy catalyst, which usually 

present a truncated edge close to the triple-phase line. (35) Figure 4a-c shows the formation of a 

(111) atomic plane. Firstly, six seconds after recording has started (see Video 3), this plane 
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appears at the catalyst-nanowire interface inside the Sn-rich liquid. The nucleation of a new layer 

thus begins on the liquid side. This can be related to the low Si solubility in liquid Sn (36) 

compared to solid Cu or Cu3Si. (37) The low solubility ensures that a high Si supersaturation is 

reached quickly, overcoming the Si nucleation barrier. The expansion of this first layer to the 

Cu3Si solid part starts after a waiting time of four seconds, probably due to the higher Si 

solubility in that compound, which shifts supersaturation towards high Si-concentration. Four 

seconds later, another single (111) layer is created on the Sn side so that it results in a two-

atomic plane-high step waiting at the liquid Sn-solid Cu3Si interface, see Figure 4b. Following 

this, a single Si (111) plane starts extending laterally under the solid Cu-rich part at a much 

slower rate than in the liquid as shown by the yellow arrows in Figure 4c. It is only 10 seconds 

after that, that the second layer starts extending as well. Thus, like in VLS and VSS, growth with 

our bimetallic catalyst occurs in a step-flow fashion. (11, 18, 32, 38) 

Additional information can be retrieved by observing the nanowire over the course of the 

growth of several monolayers. During the 160-second recording (see Video 3), seven Si (111) 

planes were formed. We have tracked the time evolution of the step edges positions of the two 

first growing planes in Figure 4e (more data in Figure S1). A position at 0 means that the new 

plane has not yet formed while that same plane is fully completed if the position is 1. An 

intermediate value denotes that the new plane only covers part of the SiNW, see Figure 4d. 

From Figure 4e, we see that the two planes are growing at the same time. The curves are vertical 

between positions 0 and ∼ .45 (Sn-Cu3Si interface) because the recording time of the camera 

(0.25 s per frame) does not allow to discriminate those two points. The difference in 

propagation velocities between liquid Sn and solid Cu3Si is thus immediately visible, which is 

the consequence of the difference in Si incorporation rate as discussed above. Single plane 
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growth is the norm in the liquid Sn, while Cu3Si favors a growth that often occurs with two 

planes at a time. Such a phenomenon can be attributed to the slow Si diffusion rate inside a solid  

 

 

Figure 4. Step-flow mechanism in Cu-Sn catalysts. a)-c) Snapshots of two growing (111) planes. 

The yellow arrows indicate the positions of the two steps. A zoom of the SiNW-catalyst interface 

is presented at the bottom of each figure. d) Schematic depicting how the positions of the two 

plane steps are calculated in e); the grey part is the SiNW, the green part is the Sn-rich liquid and 

the orange part is the solid Cu3Si; the blue and red rectangle represent the two growing Si (111) 

planes in a)-c). e) Normalized step position evolution for the two growing planes in a)-c). 
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catalyst. (39) Another notable feature of the step edge position is the bi-periodic nature of the 

nucleation on the Sn side (Figure S1). We see that every two nucleation events in the liquid Sn, 

the process is generally followed by a longer waiting time. One would expect instead that 

nucleation would occur at a fixed rate because of a constant arrival rate of Si precursor in the 

catalyst: in the Cu-catalyzed growth of SiNWs by VSS, this is indeed the case; (39) in the VLS 

growth of NWs with pure Sn, it is also the case (see our in situ recording, Figure S2). But here, 

the overall kinetics is limited by the relatively slow solid-state diffusion of Si atoms in the Cu3Si 

crystal. Thus, the growth of Si (111) steps on the Cu3Si side creates a Si-atom depletion that 

translates itself into significant Si concentration gradients in Cu3Si, not only between the external 

surfaces of the catalyst and its interface with the SiNW, but also between the boundary with the 

Sn-rich part and that interface, resulting in a net flow of Si atoms from the liquid Sn-rich part 

towards the solid Cu3Si. This leak, towards Cu3Si, would act in turn as a retardant for the 

nucleation of new Si (111) steps on the liquid side.  

At the frame rate of the camera used for Video 3 and Figure 4 (four frames per second – fps), 

the nucleation site of Si (111) steps could not be localized. We thus used a faster camera also 

available on the microscope, to determine the nucleation place of that step, see Video 4 and 

Figure 5. Nucleation takes place at the liquid Sn(Cu)-Cu3Si-Si triple line, most probably at the 

quadruple point defined by that line and the perimeter of the interface between catalyst and NW. 

A part of the nucleus appears to be on the Cu3Si side (Figure 5c); it is probably an effect of 

projection, as the Cu3Si-Sn(Cu) boundary is neither flat nor parallel to the beam. The new Si 

monolayer invades the interface with the liquid part of the catalyst in approximately 0.05s. 
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Figure 5. TEM images taken from Video 4, recorded at a rate of 40 fps, with time origin taken at 

the beginning of Video 4. The yellow arrows show the two edges of a new Si (111) plane, absent 

at t = 0.500 s. a) Image centred on frame 0.525 s, averaged over seven frames (0.2 s integrated 

exposure time) so that the boundary between Cu3Si and liquid Sn(Cu) be visible. b) Four non-

averaged frames where the new (111) Si monolayer nucleates. c) Enlargements of the areas 

squared in (b); the yellow line indicates the position of the Cu3Si-Sn(Cu) boundary, the red one 

shows the initial position of the catalyst-Si interface.  

 

2.3. Catalyst evolution upon cooling 

As standard characterization of NWs is performed ex situ, after growth, we have followed the 

evolution of catalyst structure during the cooling of the specimen to check possible changes 

during this part of the treatment. Quite interestingly, a new phase nucleates in the liquid part, 
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made of hexagonal -Cu6Sn5, see Video 5 and Figure S2. Thus, a post-growth characterization 

could conclude on the presence of that phase during growth, and give it a role in the growth, 

while it has only appeared upon cooling. 

 

2.4. Catalysts combination for a fine control of SiNW features 

Let us now consider the features of SiNWs catalyzed by both Cu and Sn and their changes as a 

function of the Sn/Cu ratio. Figure S7 shows that on a Si flat (111) surface, the majority of the 

SiNWs are straight and mainly grow epitaxially along the [111] direction. Some nanowires 

present a quasiperiodic (111) twinning perpendicular to the growth axis (Figure 3) while others 

have no defects at all. Analyzing the catalysts on top of these wires, the determining factor for 

twinning to occur appears to be the ratio of Sn/Cu: a ratio in favor of liquid Sn will inhibit the 

formation of twin planes. In contrast, growth with only solid Cu3Si even on a Si (111) surface, 

mostly yields 〈112〉 wires with twin planes parallel to the nanowire axis (Figure S5). The change 

in the growth direction is linked to a modification in the Cu3Si particle orientation with respect to 

the Si (111) surface before the NW growth when some of its facets are wetted by liquid Sn 

(Figure S6). Bare Cu3Si particles are in contact with the Si (111) surface via their bottom (       

facets while Sn-wetted Cu3Si do so with their (0001) facets. Thus, adding Sn to Cu allows one to 

change the NW growth direction from 〈112〉 to 〈111〉 and, on the high-Sn content side, to obtain 

single crystals NWs instead of multiply twinned ones.  

Through in situ observation, we arrive at the conclusion that, by controlling the deposited 

Sn/Cu ratio, it is possible to i) select the growth direction, ii) control presence of twins and iii) 

tune the diameter and straightness of the grown wires. Catalysts mixing and feature selection 

through control of the deposited ratio should be applicable to other binary catalysts with very 
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different Si solubility and melting points. For example, we expect that substituting Sn with In to 

form Cu-In catalysts should also give dual-phase catalysts and tunable nanowires features. As 

more than ten different metals are known to catalyze nanowire growth, (40) other substitutions 

could prove fruitful in modifying structures such as stabilizing exotic Si polytypes. Therefore, 

we believe that double-catalyst assisted growth constitutes a promising direction to obtain 

SiNWs with a diverse set of properties. 

 

3. Conclusion 

We have presented a liquid-assisted vapor-solid-solid (LA-VSS) mechanism to grow silicon 

nanowires based on the use of bimetallic Cu-Sn nanoparticles.  We have shown that Cu-Sn 

catalysts are dual-phase during NW growth with a distinct Sn-rich liquid part and a solid η-Cu3Si 

part. The in situ TEM analysis of the growth process reveals that during the growth of <111> 

oriented wires, both phases work together to produce each new Si (111) plane. In this LA-VSS 

process an atomic step first appears in liquid Sn and waits for a second (111) plane to join before 

crossing the Sn-Cu3Si interface. Expansion resumes once there is a sufficient amount of available 

Si in the solid catalyst. In this configuration, the liquid catalyst part delivers Si atoms to the solid 

catalyst part, to give a constant growth rate. Adjusting the deposited Cu/Sn ratio, it is possible to 

control the diameter, the growth direction, and the presence or not of twins in the Si NWs (23). 

Such precise control has not been possible before with single metal catalyst nanoparticles. We 

expect this approach to open the way to a broader range of applications. 

 

4. Experimental Section/Methods 

Silicon NWs were grown through hydrogen atom-assisted chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in 

a modified Thermo Fisher Titan environmental transmission electron microscope (ETEM) 
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“NanoMAX”, using bimetallic catalysts consisting of Cu and Sn. Catalysts were obtained from 

the sequential thermal evaporation in a Boc Edwards Auto 306 Evaporator FL 400, at a pressure 

of 10
-5

 mbar, of Cu first and Sn in a second run. The tested atomic Sn/Cu ratios were 37/63 and 

52/48. The total evaporated metal thickness, measured by a quartz microbalance, did not exceed 

0.7 nm. The Cu-Sn particles were deposited on two different types of substrate: a Protochips 

Fusion SiC membrane and a (110) Si wafer cut in a cantilever geometry so that the SiNWs grow 

perpendicular to the electron beam, epitaxially on a (      Si surface, enabling easier 

observations along the [110] zone axis and give access to atomic resolution. (41, 42) These Si 

cantilever substrates were exposed to 40 % HF vapor for 4 minutes to remove the native oxide. 

Substrate heating was done by running an electrical current in either the SiC membrane or the 

cantilever. A gas mixture of 3/97 SiH4/H2 (volume ratio) was used to grow the SiNWs so that the 

total pressure inside the TEM column was in the 10
-2

 mbar range. Atomic hydrogen was 

produced remotely from H2 gas thanks to an ECR plasma source (Aura-wave from SAIREM) 

functioning at a micro-wave frequency of 2.45 GHz and operating at a power of 50 W. The way 

from the plasma source to the sample was straight, about 30-cm long with a smallest diameter of 

2 cm. After introducing samples with the evaporated Cu-Sn particles in the ETEM, an annealing 

at 250 °C for 10 minutes under a flux of hydrogen atoms was carried out. The temperature was 

then further increased to 380 °C or more at which point the SiH4 gas was introduced at the above 

ratio. SiNWs were observed to grow at a rate of the order of 0.015 nm·s
-1

. The method is thus a 

radical-assisted chemical vapor deposition (RA-CVD). An incubation time of up to one hour was 

observed, due to the time taken for the Cu3Si compound to form because of low Si diffusion rate 

in Cu. The cameras used included a US1000, working at a frequency of four fps, and a K2IS, 

working at a frequency of 400 fps, averaged to 40 fps, both from Gatan. 
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Supporting Information. The following files are available free of charge. 

- Supporting information file, giving explanations of videos and seven additional figures (MS 

Word) 

- Videos 1 to 5 (AVI). 
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BRIEFS  

In situ transmission electron microscopy unravels a surprising step-flow motion during the 

growth of Si nanowires with dual-phase liquid-solid Sn-Cu catalysts. 
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